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At Your Leisure

Celebrating January
Entertainer Jack
2:00 PM, 1350 Building
January 4
Entertainer Eddie
2:00 PM, 400 Building
January 10
International Kite Day
January 14
Entertainer Rodger
2:00 PM, 394 Building
January 15
Thank Your Mentor Day
January 18
Activity Professionals Week
January 21–27
Big Wig Day
January 26

January 1st rings in more than the new year; it’s also
the start of Hobby Month, so you should add practicing
a new skill to your list of New Year’s resolutions. One
of the trendiest new hobbies is hand-lettering. This
hobby might sound simple at first. You are, after all,
just drawing letters as opposed to writing them. But
as you let your imagination take over, you may find
that your highly decorative and detailed lettering
demands fine-tuned attention and a wide variety of
tools: rulers, grid paper, and archival-quality pens of
different weights and colors. Also in vogue is the hobby
of bullet journaling. Your diary no longer desires a long
and rambling narrative about your day. Instead, bullet
journaling features lists and short phrases that capture
your thoughts. These journals become to-do lists,
sketchbooks, notebooks, diaries, and organizational
systems. Of course, they can be embellished with
colorful flourishes to make them as wonderfully unique
as you are.
If arts and crafts aren’t your thing, then there are
plenty of hobbies in the kitchen. Currently, pickling and
fermenting food is all the rage. To pickle something,
preserve it in a salty brine or acid like vinegar or
lemon juice. Fermented foods call for submerging your
veggies in a brine, whey, or even a store-bought starter
culture. Fermentation has one advantage over pickling:
it creates beneficial bacteria that aids in digestion,
preserves the vitamin content of foods, and also
suppresses the growth of harmful bacteria. Another
trendy hobby akin to fermentation is brewing beer at
home. Whereas the by-product of fermented foods is
beneficial bacteria, the by-product of fermenting water,
malt, hops, yeast, and sugar is beer.
For hobbyists looking to get outdoors, flower arranging
is now à la mode. Arrange flowers by color, size, height,
and shape to create the perfect bouquet. The Japanese
even have a name for their ancient tradition of artistic
flower arrangements: ikebana.

January 2018

Electric Ahead of Its Time

January Birthdays

In this era of electric
vehicles, it seems that
technology knows no
boundaries. But on
January 10, 1985, when
inventor Sir Clive Sinclair
unveiled his newest invention, the Sinclair C5
electric vehicle, it was immediately dismissed as
a failure. However, without the C5, who knows
where electric vehicles and all their high-tech
trappings would be today?

In astrology, those born between January 1–19
are Capricorn’s Goats. Goats are practical,
determined, and focused on ambitious goals.
They follow a straightforward, well-planned
path and persevere with grit and honesty.
Those born between January 20–31 are
Water Bearers of Aquarius. Water Bearers are
creative and intellectual philosophers at heart,
getting to the root of problems and using their
energy and passion for the benefit of others.

Clive Sinclair made his fortune inventing pocket
calculators in the 1970s and home computers in
the 1980s. He was such an important personality
in England that he was knighted in 1983, the
very same year he founded Sinclair Vehicles.
Inventing an electric-powered vehicle had been
Sinclair’s passion since the 1950s. Interestingly,
in America in 1912, electric cars outnumbered
vehicles run by an internal combustion engine.
But as the internal combustion engine became
more efficient, electric model cars were rendered
obsolete. Clive hoped to flip this trend with
his C5, which was less a car and more of an
electrically assisted pedal vehicle—kind of a
souped-up recumbent tricycle with a batterypowered engine that went 15 mph and had
a polypropylene shell. It was marketed as
an alternative to both cars and bicycles, but it
never took off. Out of the 14,000 manufactured,
only 5,000 sold. Sinclair’s invention became
a notorious flop.
Fast-forward 32 years, and it seems the
world may finally be ready for the C5. Sir Clive
Sinclair’s nephew Grant Sinclair has brought
his revamped C5, called the Iris E-Trike, to a
world full of bicycle lanes and environmentalawareness campaigns. Better yet, its top speed
is 30 mph and it has a more powerful motor.
Once again, it seems as if the target consumer
is someone who wants the earth-friendliness of
a bicycle wrapped in the comfort of an enclosed
car. So is the world finally ready for the C5? Only
time will tell. The first models of the C5 were made
available at the end of 2017.

Paul Revere (revolutionary) – January 1, 1735
Diane Keaton (actress) – January 5, 1946
Elvis Presley (musician) – January 8, 1935
Richard Nixon (president) – January 9, 1913
Julia Louis-Dreyfus (actress) – January 13, 1961
Dolly Parton (musician) – January 19, 1946
Wolfgang Mozart (composer) – January 27, 1756
Jackie Robinson (ballplayer) – January 31, 1919

Resident Birthdays
Joyce – January 9

From the Activity Directors Desk
Can you believe it’s 2018 already? I can’t. If you
haven’t made a New Year’s resolution already
please consider volunteering your time with us.
There are many opportunities available
throughout the year.
This year we plan to continue with our favorite
outing such as fishing and the Brown County
Fair. We are also working on planning new
outings and activities which will be posted in the
newsletter during the month they occur.
Any questions, comments, or suggestions
please feel free to contact Kassie at 920-4126224 or email at kassie@angelstouchcbrf.com

